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Executive Summary

Hurricane Labs has brought together a team of Splunk ninjas who are second-to-

none in managing ES and Phantom deployments on behalf of their customers. Yet 

like any team managing a complex security environment, they would see their alert 

volumes grow, overwhelming their analysts as they added more detections and 

new customers. They had a choice: hire more analysts or figure out a way to reduce 

the number of alerts. This was when Steve McMaster, Hurricane Labs Director of 

Managed Services, decided to take a look at GreyNoise, a source of “anti-threat 

intelligence” that tells security teams which alerts NOT to worry about. 

Here’s the ROI that GreyNoise brought their SOC:

 > A 25% reduction in alerts that are triggered 

 > The ability to scale across customers in a way  
that a person couldn’t

 > A happier, more effective SOC team

Check out our full interview with Steve McMaster

 
About Hurricane Labs

Established in 2003, Hurricane Labs is a Managed Security Services Provider (MSSP) 

that is 100% focused on Splunk ES and Phantom. The company provides expert 

assistance in managing these platforms for customers, offering 24x7 monitoring 

services, custom development enhancements and enterprise security support. With 

Hurricane Labs, customers gain over 15 years of proven industry experience, a 

passionate team of Splunk experts and a flexible process that’s built for the future.
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“Internet noise” generating alerts  
and overwhelming analysts

Hurricane’s analysts are very experienced, but like any SOC team managing a complex 

security environment, they would periodically see their alert volumes start to grow and their 

team start to get overwhelmed. This traffic growth was driven in part by the addition of more 

and more detections in their customers’ Splunk environments and part by the acquisition of 

new customers. In looking at the composition of their alert traffic, a significant component 

was made up of “internet background noise,” which was not targeted at specific customers 

and not actionable. “Internet background noise” includes everything from known benign 

scanners such as Shodan and Censys, to malicious IPs that opportunistically scan the internet 

looking for things to exploit.

Separating legitimate from malicious traffic

Many common business services use dynamically changing IP addresses, including Microsoft 

Office 365, Google Workspace, Slack, and services like CDNs and public DNS servers. This 

made it difficult for Hurricane analysts to tell the difference between a legitimate service 

(like a Microsoft update) and a malicious service like a malware download.

Scaling the business without hiring a ton of people

Traditional threat intelligence solutions load up security teams with more and more things 

they should worry about and investigate. None of these solutions are focused on reducing 

the analyst’s workload. Hurricane needed to find a way to intelligently reduce the load on 

their analyst teams, without increasing security risk.

“I don’t think we’ve ever had something where GreyNoise 
identified it as background noise and it turned out to be 

something that we disagree with.”

Steve McMaster, Director of Managed Services | Hurricane Labs 
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Challenges



Reducing the volume of alerts triggered by Splunk ES

To filter noisy alerts out of Splunk, Hurricane installs the turnkey GreyNoise-Splunk integration into their 

customers’ Splunk environment and adds it to the search language for various detections. The logic is 

straightforward: if something in the search results matches GreyNoise, it gets excluded. This approach is 

used with any correlation search or detection inside of Splunk that is relevant, with the primary ones being 

IDS events and Splunk’s vulnerability scanner detection rules.

Faster triage of alerts in Phantom

For Phantom, GreyNoise data is used as an enrichment via the turnkey GreyNoise-Phantom integration. 

For Hurricane analysts looking at the alerts, one of the first things they do is look at the GreyNoise data. 

If the verdict is “noise,” then they are able to confidently “short circuit” the investigation process, rather 

than investigating whether it was a targeted attack or whether anything was exploited. They simply note 

the IP address is a scanner without further investigation, as they’ve come to trust the high accuracy of the 

GreyNoise data. 

Scaling the benefits across MSSP customers

As an MSSP, the benefit of GreyNoise is even more significant than it might be for an enterprise. For a 

normal enterprise business, the SOC manager has a couple of choices to handle alerts: he or she can hire a 

person, or spend money on a product that eliminates alerts. But for an MSSP, the calculus is a bit different. 

A single analyst can do maybe 20 alerts per day. But a product can triage a given number of alerts at every 

customer, and for every new customer, it can repeat that work. So even if GreyNoise could only eliminate 

8 alerts per day across 40 different customers, that’s 320 alerts. So as Hurricane adds more customers, 

GreyNoise scales in a way a person wouldn’t.
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How GreyNoise Intelligence Helped

“For an MSSP like Hurricane, GreyNoise is even more significant than it might be 

for an enterprise. Any single analyst can handle, say, 20 alerts per day. But a 

product like GreyNoise can triage alerts for every one of our customers. So as we 

add more customers, GreyNoise scales in a way a person can’t.”

Steve McMaster, Director of Managed Services | Hurricane Labs

https://docs.greynoise.io/docs/3rd-party-integrations


Results

When Hurricane initially evaluated GreyNoise, they weren’t sure 

how much this kind of solution would be worth — it was really 

a new security approach. At the end of the day, they concluded 

that GreyNoise’s impact on alerts was the right way to quantify 

the value. So they ran GreyNoise for a week and counted up the 

number of alerts they would have been able to ignore. The results 

showed that they would free up 1 to 1.5 analysts per day, out of 22 

total analysts on the team.

 

 

 

 

Today, after automated implementation across both Splunk and 

Phantom, and with more customers in hand, GreyNoise helps 

Hurricane teams eliminate background noise and focus on the most 

actionable and relevant alerts for their customers. Rather than 

presenting analysts with even more data to investigate, GreyNoise 

allows them to reduce the volume of alerts that are triggered 

by 25%, freeing up significant analyst capacity, and making for a 

happier and more effective SOC team.
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“Using GreyNoise 

Intelligence helps the 

Hurricane Labs team 

eliminate background noise 

and focus on the most 

actionable and relevant 

alerts for our customers. 

Rather than presenting our 

analysts with even more data 

to investigate, GreyNoise 

has allowed us to reduce the 

volume of alerts triggered 

by 25%, which makes for a 

happier and more effective 

SOC team.”

Steve McMaster 

Director of Managed Services 

Hurricane Labs
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